
Poulshot Community Fund Panel 
Tuesday 8th Dec 2015 7pm Village Hall 

 
Minutes 

 
1. Introduction. 

Apologies were accepted from Sandra Jackson and Jane 
McLeod.   
Present: Steve Housby (Chair), Tim Nixon, Tim Jalland, Jon 
Martin, Giles Morgan, MG Brothers, Gill Coleman, Malcolm 
Nixon, Nicky Baber. 

As this was the first meeting with significant public participation the 
chair explained the aims and purpose of the Community Fund and 
of the panel members. 

• That members would help and guide the public with 
applications. 

• Funds received from the solar park are for community, not 
individual projects. 

• Panel needs a couple of weeks for ideas to circulate and 
digest before any further meeting and discussion. 

• At moment there is one formal application and two which 
have been received in last 24 hours. 
 

2. Agree the minutes of the last meeting. 8th Oct 2015 
Agreed and signed. 
Matters arising; 
PC did not agree to alter the public notice rule. 
Nicky Baber will replace Gordon Swinton. 
PC accepted panel advice re fund investment. 
 

3. Cricket Proposal. Declan Gaule. 
 

Declan gave a detailed presentation of the history of cricket in 
Poulshot and how he proposes to take it forward for the 21st 
century as an inclusive village sport. 
He has approached other possible donors and The CF would only 
subscribe a proportion.  
 
It was agreed that £5,000 would be the recommended grant to be 
put forward to the Parish Council. Motion was put forward by the 
Chair and seconded by Tim Jalland. Agreement was unanimous. 
 



4. Any other business: 
Ian Gillies asked if there would be support for improving 
broadband for the parts of the village that BT haven’t reached. 
There was agreement that the panel would support further 
investigation. 
 
The meeting was closed at 8pm. 
 
Date of next meeting: 2nd February 2016 at the Village Hall. 

 
 


